
HOMILY FOR THE TWENTY-SEVENTH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME, YEAR B. 
 

GENESIS 2:18-24 PSALM 128:1-6, HEBREWS 2:9-11,  
MARK 10:2-16. 

 
LIVE IN FIDELITY TO GOD’S ORIGINAL PLAN. 

 
Beloved brothers and sisters in Christ, today the Church invites us to 
celebrate the beautiful gifts of the institution of marriage and family life, 
and to also reflect on the need to remain faithful to God’s original plan for us. 
Friends, it is quite pertinent for us to quickly remember that the institution 
of marriage was founded on genuine love for the sustenance of humanity. 
We ought to know that whatever threatens this institution of marriage and 
family life threatens love, unity and in fact human existence. 
 
Unfortunately, in our time marriage and family life are threatened by erring 
cultures to the detriment of continued human existence. Today, it is even 
more difficult to speak about marriage because our culture is against the 
Christian idea of marriage. Folks, we must 
be able to speak clearly about it and yet not 
condemn anyone.  
 
Today, both our first reading and the gospel 
strongly recommend us to uphold the 
sanctity of marriage. Both readings show us 
that marriage is a gift and an act of God that 
must be cherished and protected. There is 
no doubt that marriage has its own 
challenges which requires the grace of God 
to always overcome. Marital problems can 
only be resolved mutually with godly intent 
and the constant readiness to forgive and 
change for good. We must constantly 
remember that man and woman were created for the purpose of 
communion (“It is not good for the man to be alone”), and we must strive to 
maintain this communion in love. 
 
 
 



It is quite unfortunate that most couples think that the best way to resolve 
the problems associated with marriage is divorce. It is not right, and it is 
definitely a violation of God’s command. Have we forgotten what Malachi 
the prophet said: “I hate divorce! Says the Lord God” (Mal 2:16). And Jesus 
quoting from Genesis said: “This is why a man must leave his father and 
mother, and join himself to his wife, and they become one body… So, what 
God had united, man must not divide.” 
 
Folks, you will all agree with me that most people who succeed in getting a 

divorce do not do better in their next marriage(s) and this 
contributes to creating more problems in the life of children. 
It is important to note that the increase rate of divorce 
today is owing to the little value attached to marriage. When 
marriage is treated as a commodity rather than a Holy 
Sacrament of love it is bound to fall. Again, when you go into 
marriage with the intention to experiment your relationship 
it will never work. So, we must all realize that the 
relationship of marriage is quite different from a boy and 

girl friend relationship. Marriage goes with commitment. It is 
a lifelong decision to stick it out together through thick and 

thin. When the foundation of marriage is not built on love, honesty, 
truthfulness, forgiveness and prayers, there is a little chance that it will 
survive the great storm that usually blows in marriage. But we must also 
realize that the Church grants annulment to couples if the marriage was not 
built on truth or when there are grave reasons for divorce. 
 
It has always been the intention of God that we all live in peace and 
happiness in whatever vocation we find ourselves. This will only happen if 
we go back to His original teachings and follow them faithfully. We must be 
childlike in our dealings with one another and welcome the gift of children in 
our marriage. Trouble comes in when we turn away from God, when we let 
our selfishness and pride rule our lives, and when we deviate from the 
original plan of God. 
 
I pray ���� that God will enable us to bring Him back into the center of our 
marriage and family life. 

PEACE BE WITH YOU 


